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White Pine project draws scrutiny
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Governor Walz, labor-friendly
house raise hopes for session
By Steve Share
Minneapolis Labor Review
ST. PAUL — What a difference an election makes. With a
new labor-friendly DFL
majority in the Minnesota
House of Representatives —
and incoming DFL Governor
Tim Walz as a strong partner
— Minnesota’s unions and
legislative allies are looking to
the 2019 session of the
Minnesota legislature as a
chance to make progress on
key issues for working families.
“The majority that we won
is actually a pretty robust
majority,” incoming Speaker
of the House Melissa Hortman
told the Labor Review. “An
eight-vote margin is a very
nice margin for leadership to
get things done.”
“We’re going to be working
on the bread and butter issues
that affect Minnesotans,”
Hortman said, highlighting
“affordable and accessible
health care, world-class
schools, jobs, and building
infrastructure” for transportation and broadband.

With the Republicans holding a one-vote majority in the
Minnesota Senate, however,
“we’ll have to agree to find
compromises,”
Hortman
acknowledged.
But “on the bread and butter issues,” Hortman maintained, “we have more things
that bring us together than
drive us apart.”
Hortman emphasized her
strong commitment to organized labor.
“At this point in American
history, it’s never been more
important that we have a
strong, unionized workforce,”
she said. “In order to have a
more level playing field… we
need more unionized workers.”
“In that work,” she promised, “we are full partners.”
To that end, Hortman’s
reorganization of the House
committee structure includes
the return of a Labor
Committee,
chaired
by
Representative Mike Sundin, a
longtime member of the
Painters and Allied Trades.
See SESSION...page 4

Back in October, the Building Trades picketed the White Pine Apartments groundbreaking ceremony with signs saying “Rats go home” and “HRA unfair.” The project is now
drawing further scrutiny.
When the Cloquet/Carlton
Housing & Redevelopment
Authority (HRA) broke
ground on the White Pine
Apartments in Cloquet last
fall, Scabby the Rat crashed
the party.
The Building Trades were
highlighting the use of out-oftown and out-of-state subcontractors on a project that used
Minnesota state funds to get
off the ground.
But the problem runs deeper: Union officials and the
Department of Labor and
Industry say prevailing wage
rules apply to the White Pine
project — and it’s unclear
whether those rules are being
followed.
Meanwhile,
the
Cloquet/Carlton Housing &
Redevelopment Authority has
insisted the project is on track
and describes the prevailing
wage issue as “an obstruction.”

A 2014 housing study indicated the need for affordable
housing in Cloquet, and the
property at 930 14th St. was
meant to fill many needs. The
development was to include
affordable housing, supportive
housing and services to formerly homeless people. The
state
Housing
Finance
Authority had announced in
2016 that it would provide
$520,000 in funding and more
than $5.7 million in tax credit
equity for the project. This
White Pine Apartments project
is expected provide 35 new
units.
“After the first round of
bidding, which we understood
went well, we waited for the
start of the project,” said Mike
Sundin, an officer with
Painters Local 106. After the
project was ready to proceed,
he said he requested a subcontractor list from Debra Shaff,

executive director of the
Cloquet/Carlton Housing &
Redevelopment Authority.
“I was disappointed to see
that so many of the subcontractors and vendors were not
local and not union. Quite
obviously we were headed for
problems on the job,” Sundin
said.
The contractor list includes
18 companies, three of which
— Bedrock Flint Inc., St.
Germain Glass and Thyssen
Krupp — have union employees. Only Bedrock Flint and
St. Germain Glass are in
Duluth; the rest are from other
towns in Minnesota, and some
are coming from as far as the
Dakotas,
Michigan
and
Illinois. In addition, appliances
have been awarded to out-ofstate suppliers, when locally
owned Daugherty Appliance
has a store in Cloquet.
See WHITE PINE...page 4

Rukavina — legislator, commissioner, Iron Range champion — dies at 68
A giant. A fighter. A character, a mentor, a friend.
Everyone who knew him had a
word to describe Tom
Rukavina
Rukavina,
68,
died
Monday.
A tireless advocate for the

Iron Range, Rukavina served
13 terms in the state House, ran
for governor, and ended his
career with two terms on the
St. Louis County Board.
Through it all, he was known
as a devoted public servant and
cheerleader for the Iron Range
to anyone who would listen.
“He was a classic in his own
right,” said Tom Cvar, president of the Iron Range Central
Labor Body. “He fought for the
Iron Range, he fought for all
working people, and for all of
Minnesota.”
Rukavina had announced in
2018 he would not run again
because of health concerns.
Even when he had
statewide
aspirations,
Rukavina was an unapologetic
champion of his beloved Iron

Range and the people who
lived and worked there. And
while his physical stature was
small, his personality and heart
were outsized.
His love of the Iron Range
fueled his legislative efforts,
perhaps most famously in his
bills that required mining companies to maintain plants during shutdowns and bankruptcies, preserving their potential
for when the good times
returned. He also helped establish mining studies scholarships in the University of
Minnesota System and established an endowment at
UMD’s Natural Resources
Research Institute.
“All the House members
who have been touched by Tom Rukavina spoke at the Iron Range Labor Day Picnic
in September 2018.
See RUKAVINA...page 4

Special election set for Senate District 11
The Walz-Flanagan team
recently named State Senator
Tony Lourey, DFL-Kerrick, as
the commissioner of the
Minnesota Department of
Human Services, prompting a
special election in Senate
District 11.
As of press time, six people have filed in the race: Stu
Lourey and Michelle Lee
have filed as DFLers, while
Justin Krych, Jason Rarick
and Matthias Shir have filed
as
Republicans.
John
“Sparky” Birrenbach filed
with the Legal Marijuana
Now party.
Stu Lourey is Tony’s son;
Lee was a DFL candidate in
the race to replace retiring
Rep. Rick Nolan in District 8.
Rarick represents the southern
half of the district in the state
house.
Lourey was elected to the
Minnesota Senate in 2006 and
quickly became a leading voice
in health and human services as

the Chair of the Health and
Human Finance committee
from 2013 to 2016. He played a
central role in Minnesota’s
efforts to expand health care
coverage, compliance with the
Affordable Care Act, and
improvements upon the bipartisan success of MinnesotaCare.
In addition to his senatorial and
farming duties, he teaches at the
University of Minnesota’s
School of Public Health and
serves as a volunteer lawyer for
children in the foster care system.
“We engaged hundreds of
stakeholders and partners and
what we heard is that this
leader must be passionate
about the people served and
vision for the agency. Tony is
that leader,” said Walz. “He
will bring his unparalleled
expertise on the DHS budget
and be a collaborative leader
that listens and works together
– especially with the agency’s
partners, counties, and tribes.”

“It is a tremendous honor
and privilege to join the incoming
Walz-Flanagan
Administration
as
Commissioner
of
the
Department
of
Human
Services,” said Lourey. “I look
forward to building on the
Governor-elect
and
Lt.
Governor-elect’s vision for One
Minnesota, partnering with
counties, tribes, and providers to
improve the health of the people, families, and communities
across Minnesota.”
During the last week of his
term, outgoing Gov. Mark
Dayton issued a writ of special
election to fill the seat. If necessary, the primary will be
January 22, and the special
election will be February 5.
The filing period closed
January 8; write-in requests are
due January 29.
There will be a labor
endorsement screening at noon
on January 12 at the Cloquet
Labor Temple.

NAACP plans community events to honor King
The Duluth Chapter of the
NAACP has coordinated several events that are free and open
to the public to celebrate the
Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Sunday, January 20
An Interfaith Worship
Service will be held at Peace
UCC Church from 4-6 p.m.
Rev. Tracey Gibson of St.
Mark AME Church will be
leading this inclusive ceremony. Some of the highlighted
voices will include Dr. Jerel
Benton, Director of Equity,
Diversity and Inclusivity at
UWS; the Wayman A.M.E.
Men's Chorus; Rickie Defoe,
Fond du Lac Ojibwe tribal
member and spiritual advisor;
Rabbi David Steinberg of
Temple Israel; and Henry
Banks, Host of “People of
Color with Henry Banks”
WPR
radio
program.
Participants will break bread
and birthday cake together following the service.
Monday, January 21
Free community breakfast
and program. The Martin
Luther King, Jr. Holiday

Community Breakfast has been
happening in Duluth since
2002. This breakfast is intended to bring the community
together to honor Dr. King's life
and to work towards fulfilling
his vision.
Pastor Jeanne Alexander
will offer a welcome and blessing, and there will be a live
stream of the Minneapolis celebration featuring speakers and
performers, and a freewill
offering for St. Mark AME
Church and the MLK Tribute
Events.
Then, gather for the march
at 10 p.m. to unite in the fight
against systemic racism and
oppression.
Meet
at
Washington Center (corner of
Fourth St. and Lake Ave.). Free
food and hot beverages will be
served. Get there in time for
your free MLK button!
At 10:30 a.m., leaders will
go over chants and songs for
the march, and there will be
remarks at 10:45. March begins
promptly at 11 a.m., through
downtown to the DECC where
the rally will be held, starting
promptly at noon.
Keynote speaker at the rally

is Me’Lea Connelly, and emcee
will
be Tolu
Ekisola.
Performers will include Dee
VanDassor & Joyce who will
sing the Negro National
Anthem, ARE Poets, and
Major Attraktion Dance Group.
The Drum Major for Peace
Awards will be announced and
presented and the new NAACP
Executive Officers will be
installed. There will be children’s activities, a selfie photo
booth, vendors, and free MLK
buttons while supplies last outside the DECC hall before and
shortly after the Rally.
The theme of this year’s
rally is The Current Crisis in
Race Relations, taken from an
article by Dr. King, in which
he says the crisis had been
affirmed by the reactions of
the country to the Supreme
Court’s decision to integrate
schools. In the article, King
goes on to explain that the crisis not only exists because of
White resistance but because
Black people saw themselves
as equals; making it impossible to accept the system of
segregation.

Ironworker Retirees
Monthly Breakfast
I.U.O.E. Local 70
Thursday, Jan. 17
Monthly Arrowhead Regional Meeting
9:00 a.m.
Thursday, January 10, 2019, 5:00 P.M.
Duluth Labor Center, Hall C (Heaney)

Dave Monsour, Business Manager, (651) 646-4566
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Chalet Lounge
4833 Miller Trunk Hwy

AFL-CIO
Community Services

News From Your Partnership Program
Rachel Loeffler-Kemp , Director

Thanks to all for holiday help
A big THANKS to the many individuals and union locals that
contributed their time and resources to support the AFL-CIO
Community Services Holiday Assistance program. Because of
your support we were able to help a record number of local union
families with meals and gifts during the holidays.
A brief recap of the work the AFL-CIO Community Service
Committee did in 2018 includes our yearly Workers’ Memorial
Breakfast and Observance, the National Association of Letter
Carriers Food Drive, the United Way Day of Caring, the Duluth
AFL-CIO Labor Day Picnic, Thanksgiving and Christmas Holiday
Assistance programs and fundraising activities, assisting outside
organizations in directing donations to agencies, cold weather
clothing drives, services to the unemployed and emergency member assistance to name a few.
It has been an honor and a privilege to work with so many great
union volunteers and to be able to assist our local union families in
need.
Our committee is always looking for volunteers, whether it
be for a couple hours for a project or event, or to serve on the
AFL-CIO Community Services Committee which meets monthly prior to the Duluth Central Labor Body meetings. If you are
interested in becoming more active, please call Rachel LoefflerKemp at 218-726-4775 or email rloefflerkemp@
hlunitedway.org. Opportunities are abundant and your participation is welcomed.

Labor World annual meeting
Labor World Inc. will hold its annual meeting at 6 p.m.,
Thursday, February 14, in the Duluth Labor Temple’s Freeman
Hall.
Shareholders in the paper are asked to send the names of
their delegates to Labor World, Room 110, 2002 London Rd.,
Duluth MN 55812 as soon as possible. They can be faxed to
724-1413 or emailed to deblabor@qwestoffice.net. Call 7284469 if you need further information.
There will be an open election for five seats on the ninemember Board of Directors. Candidates must be credentialed
delegates to the annual meeting from their local union. Board
positions last two years. The Board meets four times a year
before Duluth AFL-CIO Central Labor Body meetings on the
second Thursdays in February, June, September and
December.
An election of officers will directly follow the annual meeting.
The Labor World’s 2018 financial report, as well as a discussion of the operations of the paper, will be included in the
agenda of the annual meeting.

★★★ THANK YOU! ★★★
Thank you all for your generosity and kindness while helping
others during our 2018 Laborers Food Drive. We collected
650 pounds of food and other donations such as gift cards
and cash totalling $920. A special thank you to HMI
Construction, Bill and Kelly Cox, Dana Hanson, Dairyland
Fence, John Haburt, Brad Sve, Glen Jackson, Martha
Roberts and Sam’s Club
Your thoughtfulness is very much appreciated by me
and the community in which we live. Thank you again!
Dan Olson
Business Manager
Laborers Local 1091
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‘Keep the labor
movement alive’

‘I’m a postal worker. If you get
mail in a small town, listen up!’

By Catherine Conlan
I haven’t had this job for
even a year, but one treasure
I’ve gotten already is a note
from Tom Rukavina congratulating me on taking this position.
“Keep the labor movement
alive,” part of it reads. “It’s
under attack worse now that it
was a century ago…always
remember that without unions,
there will be no middle class!”
His outsize signature is written
in his voice.
His work on behalf of working people is well known and
documented. “It’s very rare we
get a guy like Tommy
Rukavina,”
said
John
Arbogast,
president
of
Steelworkers Local 1938 in
Virginia. His union had been
discussing the idea to rename
part of its hall after him, making plans long before
Rukavina’s death.
“I could tell he was really
excited about the idea,”

Arbogast said. “He used to
come to meetings all the time,
just to bullshit. We’re still
going to do this — put up a
plaque; it was already in the
works.”
“Everyone knows Tommy,”
Arbogast said. “He was always
fighting for us. We go up and
we go down, and when we go
down, he wasn’t the first phone
call. He didn’t call and say,
‘Arbo, what can I do.’ No, all of
a sudden, you’re sitting at your
desk working, and he walks in
the door. You’d see his car pull
up and oh boy, here we go.
“He showed up.”
Labor World next issues:
Arbogast said he and others
Jan. 23;
Feb. 6, 20;
had
been working with
March 6, 20; April 17;
Rukavina
for some time on
May 8, 22;
June 19;
mining
issues,
leading to lots of
July 10, 24; Aug. 7, 28; press conferences.
“I’d always
Sept. 11, 25; Oct. 9, 30; be the second to last speaker,
Nov. 13, 26;
Dec. 18. and he was always last, and
he’d always bring it at the
LABOR WORLD
end,” he said, describing
(ISSN#0023-6667) is published
Rukavina’s fiery delivery.
semi-monthly except one issue in
April, June, December (21 issues). “After about five years of conThe known office of publication is ferences, he said someday I
Labor World, 2002 London Road,
could go last, and the last couRoom 110, Duluth, MN 55812.
ple times, Tommy did speak
Periodicals postage is paid at
before me.”
Duluth MN 55806.
“‘See, I told you,’ he said.
POSTMASTER:
‘You’ll be the guy that carries
Send address changes to:
Labor World, 2002 London Rd., the hammer.’ He was the closRoom 110, Duluth, MN 55812 er. But those last few times, I’d
look at him and wink.”
S-70
7
***
(218) 728-4469
I’ve
been
juggling
several
FAX: (218) 724-1413
books the past few weeks, and
laborworld@qwestoffice.net
one is “Pain Woman Takes
www.laborworld.org
Your Keys,” by Sonya Huber.
~ ESTABLISHED 1896 ~
Owned by Unions affiliated with the
The collection of essays —
Duluth AFL-CIO Central Labor Body
some
straightforward, some
Subscriptions: $25 Annually
experimental, almost poetry —
Catherine Conlan Editor/Manager
examine the experience of livDeborah Skoglund Bookkeeper
ing with chronic pain, which
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Huber experienced in midlife.
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One essay stood out to me (I
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The non-profit Labor World, Inc. is the
official publication of the Duluth AFLCIO Central Labor Body. It is an educational, advocacy newspaper for workers
and unions. The views and opinions submitted and expressed in the Labor World
do not necessarily reflect the views of the
paper, its Board of Directors or staff, the
Duluth AFL-CIO Central Labor Body, its
affiliated unions, their officers, or staff.
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should say, “so far” — I’m
only halfway through the
book). In it, she talks about
how her pain has made her
reassess her relationship to
work and what it means to be
productive.
“Developing rheumatoid
arthritis and various other
autoimmune collapses was my
biggest experience with failure
as a worker and, thus, with possible psychic extinction. I’d
failed before, in jobs, at relationships, but each time I’d
found lessons to extract and
ways to be proud of the way I’d
navigated a pivot. This time, I
was altered. Every nose-to-thegrindstone method of maintaining my hold on safety had
to be remade.
“I am a worker who must
daily confront the abyss of
nonproductivity.”
Pain is something we all
experience, no matter the work
we do, and her description of
coming to terms with the “abyss
of nonproductivity” is an important one as workplace protections face cutbacks and challenges. The underdiagnosis of
chronic pain, particularly among
women and people of color,
must be examined along with
the idea of what productivity
looks like. As the way we work
changes, the “why” will have to
change as well, and Huber’s
book is a good reminder.

Fair
Use Notice
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copyrighted material the use of which
has not always been specifically
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rights, democracy, social justice, and
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constitutes a 'fair use' of any such
copyrighted material as provided for
in Section 107, US Copyright Law.
In accordance with Title 17
U.S.C. Section 107, the material in
this paper and on the website is distributed without profit to those who
have expressed an interest in receiving the included information for educational purposes.

By Kathy Toler
I’ve been a postal clerk for 23 years, serving my customers in a
public post office in Gresham, Oregon.
As you might imagine, the holidays are a busy time of year for
us. Every day, I help my customers mail letters, cards, and packages across town and across the county. Even when we’re busy, it’s
a joy to share a small part in spreading holiday cheer.
Because the Postal Service charges uniform rates across the
country, I don’t need to ask you if a package is being sent to a home
or a business, or whether the recipient lives in a big city or a distant rural area.
You can select a flat rate box that goes anywhere for one price,
no matter what’s inside. Or if you pack your own gift, we price it
based on weight and distance. The post office never charges you
more to send your gift just because your grandma happens to live
out in the country.
If you took your packages to a private delivery firm, on the
other hand, you might be hit with extra charges because of where
your grandma lives.
On top of their base rates, UPS and FedEx charge more for
deliveries to over half of all U.S. ZIP codes — hitting not just
Alaska, Hawaii, and other distant areas, but also many small
towns. Even suburbs of major cities — like Laveen, just eight
miles from Phoenix, and Whites Creek, eight miles from Nashville
— can draw extra charges.
According to new research by the Institute for Policy Studies,
these ZIP codes are home to around 70 million people.
These extra costs already range up to $4.45 for a package delivered to a home in a rural area. But my real worry is that these extra
costs are just a taste of what would happen if the U.S. Postal
Service is sold off to private, for-profit corporations.
Last summer, the White House Office of Management and
Budget recommended postal privatization in a report on government restructuring. And just in time for the holidays, a presidential
task force just made recommendations that would slow down the
mail, privatize large portions of the Postal Service, and lead to
other service cuts.
If these privatization efforts succeed, millions of people may
well face a return to 19th century standards of expensive, private
delivery services and limited USPS access.
For the first 121 years of U.S. history, postal services were limited to those in cities. Farmers and other pioneers had to either travel long distances to cities or pay handsomely for private carriers to
deliver their mail periodically.
Without competition from the public Postal Service, for-profit
firms would likely jack up delivery fees even higher for the 70 million people who already live in areas hit by delivery surcharges.
And of course, USPS doesn’t just ship gifts. Millions of people
rely on us for delivery of prescription drugs, medical supplies, and
other essential items.
I think of myself as a public servant. I’m glad that the United
States Postal Service treats all Americans fairly, regardless of
where they live or work. A privatized, for-profit company won’t do
that.
If the armfuls of gifts customers bring into my post office are
any indication, that means holiday shipping would be a lot more
expensive for millions of people.
Let’s protect the world’s finest public postal network, and
together insist that the U.S. Mail is Not for Sale.
Kathy Toler has been a postal clerk in Gresham, Oregon for
23 years. The views expressed here are her own, not her
employer’s. Distributed by OtherWords.org. Visit
usmailnotforsale.org for more information.

This Day In History
www.workdayminnesota.org
Ja n. 9, 1941: Singer and social activist Joan Baez was born in
Staten Island, New York. Her rendition of the labor anthem
“Joe Hill” was a highlight of Woodstock.
Ja nua ry 10, 1980: George Meany, president of the AFLCIO, died at age 85. He presided over the AFL's merger with
the Congress of Industrial Organizations in 1955.
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WHITE PINE...from page 1
Union organizers requested certified
payroll reports from the HRA, but
those requests were rejected, Sundin
said.
He contacted the Minnesota
Department of Labor and the MHFA to
verify whether prevailing wage requirements applied to the job.
“DLI contacted the Minnesota
Housing Finance Agency about this
project and inquired about whether
state funding was provided to this particular project,” stated James
Honerman, communications director
for the DLI. “MHFA said that it had
provided an Economic Development
and Housing Challenge program loan
in excess of $500,000 to the project,
which requires state prevailing wages
be paid per Minnesota Statutes 116J.
DLI informed MHFA of its assessment
and suggested it work with the developer and general contractor to ensure
the appropriate wage rates were paid to
workers for work already completed
and any future project work through its
completion.”
Meanwhile, Sundin alerted the
Building Trades.
Prevailing wage was supposed to be

SESSION...p. 1
Hortman also appointed
labor ally Representative
Frank Hornstein to chair the
House Transportation Finance
& Policy Division. He told the
Labor Review he expects to
bring forth a major transportation bill.
“We think it has the potential to be one of the biggest
jobs-producing bills we’ve had
in a while — if we can get the
funding,” Hornstein said.
The state hasn’t raised the
gas tax in ten years, Hornstein
noted. Governor -elect Walz
campaigned on the need to
raise the gas tax to invest in
transportation — and won by a
large majority.
“We’re going to work on a
bill that reflects the aspirations
people have for a transportation system that includes
everybody — the entire state,”
Hornstein said. “That means
the entire state: rural and metro
and including all modes.”
“I’m cautiously optimistic
we’ll be able to get things
done,” commented Carly
Melin, executive director of
the Minnesota State Building
and Construction Trades
Council.
“We support a gas tax or
metro area sales tax,” she
said. “We think having a dedicated revenue source to fund
transportation and transit
needs is a better way to budget.”
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included on this project from the start,
said Craig Olson, president of the
Duluth Building and Construction
Trades Council, who had met with
Shaff several times as the project got
off the ground.
Now that the state has confirmed it
should be a prevailing wage project,
Olson said affiliates were asked to continue monitoring the project and
request certified payroll reports. “We
still plan on picketing the job throughout the duration,” he said.
In addition, Olson said the council is
notifying the state attorney general’s
office for an investigation. On a recent
listening tour in the Arrowhead,
Attorney General-elect Keith Ellison
indicated his office would focus on
workers rights and would not tolerate
issues such as wage theft.
While Shaff acknowledged that “a
couple of obstacles have come up” on
the White Pine project, she described
them as the “state’s obstacles” that consisted of concerns about prevailing
wage, but insisted “we’re working
through the obstacles.”
“The project was not aware that they
were requiring prevailing wage, and it’s

“We just need basic infrastructure investments for
roads, bridges and transit,” she
said.
“Not only is that important
for construction jobs,” Melin
said, “but it’s also important to
Minnesota’s economy to move
people around.”
Another priority for the
Trades, as well as for SEIU,
Melin said will be “to address
wage theft and labor trafficking.”
“There’s a desire to see
some statutory changes,” she
said, and “we’ve been advocating for stepping up enforcement.”
In addition, Melin said, “we
want to make sure prevailing
wage is recognized and protected.”
“We support more affordable housing projects,” Melin
said. “We think it’s important
those are good paying jobs for
workers constructing those
projects.”
Worker abuse in the housing industry has brought
charges by Hennepin County
attorney Mike Freeman and
national media attention to the
Twin Cities.
“Our number one priority
will be to continue to strengthen our oversight of wage theft
and tax fraud,” said Adam
Duininck, director of government affairs for the North
Central States Regional
Council of Carpenters. “It’s a
rampant challenge in our

still being investigated,” she said.
“There was some funding that came
from the state that triggered prevailing
wage, and that’s about all we know
right now.”
“I don’t have any facts,” she added.
“It’s really in the state’s hands now.”
Under Minnesota statute, failing to
pay prevailing wage after certifying
that it will be done is a misdemeanor
and every day a violation of that
requirement is a separate offense.
The use of state funds on a project
that is bringing in out-of-state subcontractors, paying out-of-state suppliers
and driving down local standards is
frustrating, Olson said.
“It’s very alarming that our tax dollars that are going toward lowerincome housing can be used in a way
that isn’t following the rules,” Olson
said. “We’re asking area legislators to
make changes so this can’t happen
again
in
other
communities.
Something’s broken in the system, and
it should be a bipartisan issue.”
“It’s become apparent that many of
these projects have slipped through the
cracks and through the diligence of
organizing activities among the trades,
those cracks will be filled,” Sundin
added.

industry. The workers are
being exploited, misclassified,
even trafficked.”
Recent months brought two
on-the-job
deaths
for
Minnesota correctional officers. “We’re looking at around
327 additional correctional
officers that are needed in correctional facilities statewide,”
said Julie Bleyhl, legislative
director for AFSCME Council
5. “There’s been an analysis by
our officers to determine that
number.”
Bleyhl said AFSCME also
will be supporting increasing
the gas tax to fund transportation needs.
Health care will another
focus, she said, with AFSCME
supporting some type of
Minnesota Care buy-in.
In addition, AFSCME will
be echoing calls for a statewide
mandate for expanding paid
family leave.
For the 2019 session of the
legislature, “I think a lot is possible,” said Denise Specht,
president
of
Education
Minnesota, the statewide
teachers union.
“With a teacher in the
Governor’s office and a propublic education House, we
have an opportunity to take
bold steps in fully funding our
system,” Specht said.
Reducing class sizes, especially special ed class sizes,
also is important for teachers
to have better relationships
with students, she said.

WHITE PINE APARTMENTS
CONTRACTING LIST
Bakken Contracting, Fargo, N.D.
Molin Concrete Products,
Lino Lakes, Minn.
RRC Specialties, Fargo, N.D.
Bedrock Flint, Duluth
CMS All-Fab Railings, Fargo, N.D.
Mayfield Manufacturing Materials,
Willow Lake, S.D.
Diversified Foundations,
Alexandria, Minn.
Ram Construction Services,
Livonia, Mich.
Armour Exteriors, Fargo, N.D.
St. Germain Glass, Duluth
Door Pro, Spicer, Minn.
YTR Drywall & Paint, Faribault, Minn.
STC Flooring, West Fargo, N.D.
Karl’s Appliances, Sioux Falls, S.D.
Security Fire Sprinkler, St. Cloud
Thyssen Krupp, Minneapolis
Magnum Electric, West Fargo, N.D.
RG Professional Carpenter Inc.,
Rockford, Ill.

RUKAVINA...from p. 1
Tom Rukavina’s talents and life recognize the loss for the
whole state of Minnesota,” said DFL Representative Mike
Sundin of 11A. He said that on Thursday, the House will hold
a slot for members to share their memories of Rukavina.
John Arbogast, president of USW 1938, said he doesn’t like
to use the word “champion” to describe Rukavina.
“Everybody’s using that word, but he was one of the biggest
bulldogs the Iron Range has ever had,” he said. “Everyone
teased him about his stature, but he was Paul Bunyan. He was
that big and that strong. He was a very, very, very special person.”
Arbogast said there were already plans in the works to
name part of Local 1938’s union hall after Rukavina. As a former member, “He used to come to meetings all the time, to tell
me what I was doing wrong,” he said. “He was a very frequent
visitor at the union hall.”
“First and foremost, my thoughts and prayers go out to
Tom’s family,” said Jason Metsa, former state representative
from Virginia, who worked with Rukavina. “Tom’s passion for
making life better for ordinary working folks will live on
through those he helped along his way. I’m one of them. He
was a mentor and a friend and I will miss him dearly.”
Former 8th District Congressman Rick Nolan described
Rukavina as “brilliant, determined, and tireless champion for
working families. He fought the good fights with an iron will,
a twinkle in his eye, and a sense of humor that could never be
matched.”
Current Rep. Pete Stauber, who served with Rukavina on
the St. Louis County Board, described Rukavina as a “passionate and devoted public servant.”
“His legacy will live on in many places,” added St. Louis
County Administrator Kevin Gray.
“Perhaps the most notable from his time as county commissioner was the establishment of a scholarship fund using
iron ore royalties to assist students at community colleges in
St. Louis County,” Gray said.
Rukavina was born in Virginia and graduated from the
University of Minnesota-Duluth. Early in his political career,
he served on the Virginia School Board and Pike Town Board.
He also ran for the DFL gubernatorial endorsement in 2010,
giving a speech at the convention that many have called one
of his finest.
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Federal workers union sues Trump in effort to end shutdown, go back to work
Mark Gruenberg
PAI Staff Writer
WASHINGTON (PAI)—
Imagine having to sue your
boss so you can return to work,
and get paid.
That, in essence, is what the
nation’s largest federal workers union, the American
Federation of Government
Employees (AFGE) and attorneys it hired did on Dec. 31.
The union, some of whose
members are among those
locked out by Trump’s shutdown of about a third of the
federal government, told the
U.S. Court of Federal Claims
the president’s lockout harms
its members – by forcing them
either to sit at home unpaid or
come to work without pay –
and the public.
It wants the judges to order
Trump to pay the more than
400,000 workers the administration deems “essential” –
such as the airport screeners –
now, rather than forcing them
to wait until their agencies are
formally funded and reopen.
Those workers are still toiling, even though they won’t
get paid, and don’t know when
or whether they will. Trump
sent another 400,000 home,
too. They’re not “essential,”
and the suit doesn’t cover
them.
Trump shut down the
Commerce, State, Agriculture,

Transportation,
Housing,
Interior, Justice and Homeland
Security Departments, the
Environmental
Protection
Agency and other agencies at
midnight on Dec. 21 because
Congress wouldn’t cave to his
demand for $5 billion to build
his Mexican Wall. It still
won’t.
Congress passed and
Trump signed money bills for
the Defense, Labor, Education
and Health and Human
Services Departments and
related agencies, so those
workers get paid.
Congressional Democrats,
who took over the House on
Jan. 3, passed two separate
money bills that day to get the
Trump-closed agencies up and
running again. One, for the
Homeland
Security
Department, will run through
Feb. 8, without money for
Trump’s anti-Hispanic wall.
The other, covering the rest of
the unfunded sections of the
government, will run through
the end of the fiscal year on
Sept. 30.
But those measures may
well go nowhere in the GOPrun Senate, where Majority
Leader Mitch McConnell flatly says solons won’t pass anything Trump won’t sign – and
Trump vows, gleefully, that he
won’t sign a money bill unless
he gets his Mexican Wall.

That’s led AFGE to court,
to try to overcome, or evade,
Trump, through a judicial
order him to pay the workers.
No date has been set for the
trial: The courts are among the
agencies Trump has shut.
“Our members put their
lives on the line to keep our
country safe,” AFGE President
J. David Cox said. “Requiring
them to work without pay is
nothing short of inhumane.
Positions considered ‘essential’ during a government shutdown are some of the most
dangerous jobs in the federal
government.”
The workers and their families “deserve the decency of
knowing when their next paycheck is coming and they will
be paid for their work. Our
intent is to force the government and the administration to
make all federal employees
whole,” he added.
This isn’t the first time the
GOP shut down the government and forced “essential”
workers to sue. Sen. Ted Cruz,
R-Texas, forced a 16-day shutdown in 2013, in an unsuccess-ful scheme to force repeal
of the Affordable Care Act.
Some “essential” workers
sued, then, in the same court.
Under federal law, only those
who opted in could sue;
25,000 did.
The 25,000 won back pay

in 2014, and double that for
five days’ worth of damages in
2017. They later got paid,
catch-up, when the government reopened, but not the
double damages. In both 2013
and now, the government violated the nation’s basic minimum wage and overtime pay
law, the Fair Labor Standards
Act,
attorney
Heidi
Burakiewicz, of the private
pro-worker
firm
AFGE
retained, said.
“Approximately 420,000

federal employees are continuing to work, but don’t know
when they will get their next
paychecks,” she explained.
“This is not an acceptable way
for any employer, let alone the
U.S. government, to treat its
employees. These employees
still need to pay childcare
expenses, buy gas, and incur
other expenses to go to work
every day and yet, they are not
getting paid. It is a blatant violation of the Fair Labor
Standards Act.”
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Other unions protest government shutdown
WASHINGTON (PAI)—
The new Democratic-run
House passed legislation
January 3 to reopen the shuttered agencies, but without
wall money. Senate Majority
Leader Mitch McConnell, RKent., won’t bring it up
because, he says, Trump won’t
sign it.
“From the looks of things, it
ain’t going well” between
Congress and the White
House, said one of the affected
unions,
the
National
Federation
of
Federal
Employees/IAM.
Trump shut down approximately one-third of the federal
government, including almost
all of the Environmental
Protection Agency and large
chunks of other departments,
because Congress refuses to
genuflect to his demand for $5
billion for his Mexican Wall at
the U.S.’s southern border – a
wall Congress doesn’t want.
“Just in case anyone still
thinks a partial shutdown over
a holiday weekend is harmless,
think
again,”
Treasury

Employees (NTEU) President
Tony Reardon said before the
shutdown stretched on after the
break. “Your friends and
neighbors around the country
who work for the federal government are already showing
signs of financial stress.”
“I may have to return gifts in
order to pay bills and expenses
and it is putting a strain on my
household,”
one
worker
responded during an NTEU survey of 1,600 laid off. “We cannot survive without paychecks,”
a second worker wrote.
“We need to call the White
House at 202-456-1414 and
tell President Trump to work
with Congress to fully fund the
government
today!”
the
Government Employees urged
its members. We also need to
call Congress. You can call the
congressional switchboard at
202-224-3121…Tell them to
fully fund the government
today! (emphasis theirs).”
Other unions and leaders,
including Presidents Paul
Rinaldi of the Air Traffic
Controllers, Paul Shearon of
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the Professional and Technical
Employees, J. David Cox of
the Government Employees,
the
Teamsters,
and
NFFE/IAM, issued similar
demands.
NTEU, the second-largest
federal employee union, represents most of the 800,000 workers Trump locked out without
pay, including those whom
agencies deemed “essential.”
They had to report to their jobs
and will toil unpaid.
The shut-down workers are
in
the
State,
Justice,
Commerce, Interior and
Agriculture Departments, other
Cabinet agencies, as well as the
Customs Service, and immigration judges. But almost half
of the 800,000 were called in to
work without pay.
“If the president wants to
gamble, perhaps he should go
back to running casinos. A
casino is where it’s commonplace for chips to be tossed
around. Gambling with the
lives of federal workers is not
acceptable,” IFPTE’s Shearon
said.
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History shows immigrants are often early targets of new oppressive policies
By Harry Blain
Foreign Policy in Focus
The
Republican
preelection strategy of exploiting
“the caravan” was irredeemably ugly.
It’s hard to say what was
worse: the shameless and farcical framing of a helpless
stream of people as a national
security threat, or the president’s off-hand suggestion that
these people might actually be
funded by the prime villain of
most anti-Semitic conspiracy
theories: George Soros.
Few commentators have
failed to point out the obvious
effects of this gutter-politics
playbook: the debasement of
public discourse on immigration policy; the wink-andnudge of encouragement
offered to the most sinister
fringes of the American farright; or the aggravation of
racial animosity against people
of color in the United States.
Yet this country’s history
also points to other, often overlooked tendencies. Politically,
institutionally, and legally, the
targeting of immigrants has
almost always figured prominently in wider attacks on labor
movements and civil liberties.
To a large and alarming extent,
it’s the same story today.
“Aliens and Dissenters”
The story of American
“nativism” is replete with contradictions and ironies.
The Protestants fled from
the Catholics — and then
oppressed them. The Irish and
the Italians fled various forms
of privation in Europe — and
then fought to keep each other
down in New York. West Coast
politicians hated the Chinese
and respected the Japanese in
the late 19th century — and
then reversed the equation in
the 1930s and ‘40s. Mexicans
were defined as “white” by the
Census Bureau until 1930 —
and now they’re a muchfavored punching bag for white
supremacists.
Almost everyone, at some
point, has fought to keep someone else out. And Donald
Trump is far from the first to
realize that this impulse can cut
across class lines: uniting the
honest Midwestern auto worker with the duplicitous New
York real estate developer —
or, in another time, the president of the American
Federation of Labor with the
cynical Washington legislator.
These ostensibly strange
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coalitions have always had
rational foundations: less competition, from the perspective
of “native” labor; and political
rewards, from the perspective
of past and present Trumps.
But this is only part of the
story. Indeed, some of the
strongest moments in the history of the North American labor
movement have been defined
by cross-ethnic unity.
Notably, the rise of the
Industrial Workers of the
World (IWW) in the early 20th
century followed an unprecedented wave of immigration
throughout the previous four
decades. This created a massive “sleeping giant” of
unskilled urban and rural
workers across the country,
which the “Wobblies” — at
least initially — were able to
organize into a potent political
force. From the textile mills of
Lawrence, Massachusetts, to
the copper mines of Bisbee,
Arizona, the IWW put extreme
pressure on the pillars of corporate power that had seemed
so immovable since the Civil
War.
The ability of the IWW to
harness the collective strength
of immigrant labor was not lost
on its enemies in government.
Particularly under the cover of
World War I and the “Red
Scare” of 1919-20, the
Woodrow Wilson administration oversaw the summary
deportation of around 250 “foreign radicals” and the detention of thousands more, while
Congress soon passed legislation permitting the deportation
of “aliens” who merely “sympathized” with revolutionary
ideologies.
“Deportation,”
William
Preston puts it in Aliens and
Dissenters, became “the first
love of those who desired to rid
the country of ‘isms’” — especially J. Edgar Hoover at the
Bureau of Investigation and
Anthony Caminetti at the
Bureau of Immigration.
Today, we may not quite be
in the same hysterical age as
the “Red Scare,” but the similarities are hard to ignore.
Rogue federal agencies using
deportation as a political
weapon; labor unions are facing a variety of attacks from all
levels of government; and
broad, class-based coalitions
are inhibited by well-crafted
elite demagoguery.
The targeting of immigrants
isn’t carried out just for the fun
of it, but it is intimately linked
to a long and ignoble record of

wanting to share their stories
with the media.
‘The targeting of immigrants isn’t carried
“As these policies have
increased in terms of both volout just for the fun of it, but it is intiume and complexity, their
mately linked to a long and ignoble
impacts on human rights genrecord of labor repression in the United
erally have grown,” Ormsby
concludes. “There is little reaStates.’
son to assume that domestic
civil liberties will necessarily
labor repression in the United forever tarnished as “disloyal” escape unscathed.”
States.
by anonymous allegations and
The Danger of Compromise
Kafkaesque public questionThis is a gentle way of sayThe Slippery Slope for ing.
Civil Liberties
This tendency of civil liber- ing that the situation is urgent.
Due process is so often the ties violations to spread hasn’t Callous family separation and
first casualty of these attacks eased with time — nor has it reckless troop deployments to
on foreign “radicals.” Free been confined within U.S. bor- the Southern border are signs
of an emboldened administraspeech isn’t far behind.
ders.
Just as Emma Goldman was
As Eric Ormsby points out tion unconstrained by the halfcomplaints
of
deported for the “danger” in a recent Columbia Law hearted
posed by her anarchist beliefs, Review article, the extra-legal Republicans in Congress.
The leaders of the
a long list of activists — main- Guantanamo Bay prison
ly associated with pro-immi- regime began not after 9/11, Democrats — who have taken
the
House
of
grant “Sanctuary” movements but as a detention center for over
— have faced the same threat Haitian asylum seekers in the Representatives — are promisfrom
Immigration
and 1990s. The victims of ing compromise and bipartiCustoms Enforcement (ICE) in Hungary’s “emergency” legis- sanship with the executive
our time: Jean Montrevil and lation aimed at “deterring” asy- branch. This might be possible
Ravi Ragbir in New York; lum seekers from Syria have and desirable on a whole range
Daniela Vargas in Mississippi; not just been the desperate of issues. But compromising
José Enrique Balcazar Sanchez exiles, but also Hungarian citi- on the rights of immigrants
and Zully Victoria Palacios zens whose homes can now be would amount to an astounding
Rodriguez in Vermont; and searched by police without a betrayal of their courage, comMaru Mora-Villalpando and warrant if they are “suspected mitment, and trust.
And, as history and comBaltazar Aburto Gutierrez in of harboring refugees.” The
Washington State.
2015 Australian Border Force mon sense testify, it won’t just
Briefly strip away our Act promised to punish not just be immigrants who ultimately
instinctive “citizen-alien” dis- “boat people” seeking refuge suffer.
tinctions and consider what’s in the sparsely populated contiThis article first appeared
happening here: People in the nent nation, but also workers in
on Foreign Policy Focus.
United States are non-violently offshore detention facilities
challenging the actions of its
PLEASE MENTION THIS LABOR WORLD AD
government, and being met
with not just official indifference, but hostile intimidation.
It would be awfully naïve to
expect such repression to be
confined to those without the
protections of citizenship. It’s
no coincidence that “Alien”
and “Sedition” Acts often
come in pairs, as in 1798,
1918, and 1940. The dismal,
unceasing fact is that when we
allow the government to chase
down unruly foreigners with
little to no regard for their civil
liberty, a wider spiral of statesponsored lawlessness is set in
motion.
DIVORCE • PATERNITY
People like J. Edgar Hoover
CUSTODY/PARENTING TIME
learned what they could get
away with during their wild
GRANDPARENTING RIGHTS
crusades against “alien subverSTEP PARENT ADOPTIONS
sion,” and later applied many
FELONIES • DUI/DWI
of the same methods against
MISDEMEANORS • OFPS/HROS
their home-grown foes. Joseph
McCarthy and Martin Dies
first put small numbers of foreigners under the spotlight of
their inquisition in search of
“Un-American Activities,” but
ended up ruining the careers of
at least ten thousand people
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Tech advances should benefit all workers, not just the ones who invent it
By Bob Lord
A few weeks ago, I cringed
when I saw this headline at a
popular progressive website:
“See How Well the GOP Tax
Scam Is Creating Jobs?
Walmart Announces Plans for
360 Robot Janitors.”
It’s the same way I’ve
cringed when conservative
scolds taunt fast food workers
that they’ll regret demanding a
living wage, because it will
cause their jobs to be mechanized out of existence.
On both the left and the
right, Americans see innovation mainly as a threat to workers. The unfortunate thing is:
They may not be wrong.
It didn’t used to be this way.
Replacing human labor
with a machine used to mean
fewer work hours per worker,
with little or no loss in pay. It
meant workers being freed up
to do other, more rewarding
work.
Until about 1980, technological advances benefited
American
workers
and
American
society.

Technological
advances
improved productivity, and
workers shared in the benefits
proportionately. Wages rose at
the same rate as productivity.
Not only were American
workers paid more, they
enjoyed progressively shorter
work weeks. As workers’ pay
increased, they could buy
more, which created more
work, and more demand for
workers.
Then, things changed.
Technology continued its
relentless march forward, but
productivity increases stopped
translating into higher wages.
Instead, policy choices made
by America’s political leaders
caused the increased wealth
and income from those productivity improvements to
flow almost exclusively to
those at the top.
Over the course of just four
decades, America went from
historically low levels of economic inequality to its highest
level of economic inequality
ever, surpassing even the
inequality that reigned during

‘It’s taken as a given that technology that
replaces human labor will enrich only the
developers of the technology...It doesn’t
have to be this way.’
the country’s gilded age. While
the wealthiest American families own 60 times the wealth
they owned in the early 1980s,
the wealth of the median
American
family
has
decreased.
Those trends have now
been at work for so long that
the American view of technological advance has been
turned on its head.
Today, it’s taken as a given
that technology that replaces
human labor will enrich only
the developers of the technology — and the wealthy shareholders and executives of the
corporations that employ it to
eliminate jobs. We assume, not
incorrectly, that the workers
whose jobs are eliminated will

suffer, while no other workers
benefit.
It doesn’t have to be this
way.
How crazy is it that we see
the elimination of backbreaking labor as a bad thing?
Nearly 50 years ago, science
fiction writer Arthur C. Clarke
proclaimed: “The goal of the
future is full unemployment,
so we can play. That’s why we
have to destroy the present
politico-economic system.”
In those words, Clarke captured the true value of technological advance: Technology
should drive us ever closer to a
society free of mundane
human tasks. Instead, thanks to
that “present politico-economic system,” it’s now employed

in service of creating obscene
wealth for a tiny fraction of our
population.
That group, about 125,000
households in all, lives in
absurd opulence. They own
multiple mega-mansions. They
fly in their own airplanes.
Some own their own islands.
Some earn more in a day than
workers earn in a year. “Wealth
beyond the dreams of avarice,”
to quote a phrase most frequently attributed to English
dramatist Edward Moore.
It doesn’t have to be this
way. We may never achieve
Clarke’s utopian vision, but we
could be one heck of a lot closer to it. Stronger unions, a federal jobs guarantee, a universal
living wage, and single-payer
health insurance could all help
restore the balance between
labor and technology.
Those idea will have strong
proponents in the next
Congress. So now we can get
to work destroying that politico-economic system.
This piece was originally
published on Otherwords.org

COURTS: ‘Picketing is often neither coercive nor disruptive’...from page 8
fired the six stewards – one of
whom wasn’t even at the
meeting – for allegedly inciting the strike. It also fired 86
of the workers, though it later
rehired most of them after
making them sign “last
chance agreements” telling
them they’d be permanently
fired if they struck again. The
NLRB ruled the firings and
the agreements were illegal,
saying the stewards were
canned because they supported the union. The judges
agreed, ordering reinstatement with back pay for Lopez
and the five other stewards
and tossing both the firings
and the pacts. But the judges
also told the board to justify
its decision that the wildcat
strike was legal.
“The union sent the letter” to
Coke “saying the strike was not
authorized” and Coke’s security
guards, whom the company
called, photocopied the letter
and gave it to the workers. “It is
unclear to us how” Coke’s “distribution of the letter affected
the board’s decision” to OK the
wildcat strike, the judges said.
“Perhaps the board thought the
striking employees’ knowledge
of the union’s position wasn’t
important unless it came from
the union itself. But that’s just a
guess, and we can’t rely on
guesses.”

• If you peacefully picket,
without saying a word, but
holding picket signs, it’s legal.
That would seem to be obvious,
but the Capital Medical Center
in Olympia, Wash., didn’t think
so when its technical workers,
represented by the United Food
and Commercial Workers, set
up a picket line during stalled
contract talks one day in May
about six years ago.
Two groups, of 25 workers
each, chanted for an hour
between 4 p.m. and 6 p.m., on
the public sidewalk outside the
hospital. That’s legal and
always has been. But two to
four also took picket signs and
stood silently beside a nonemergency entrance, passing
out leaflets. Capital called the
cops, who declined to do anything. The entrance was hospital property and Capital alleged
those pickets broke labor law.
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It also threatened to discipline
the workers.
Capital charged “employee
picketing on company property
is inherently disruptive”
regardless of the circumstances
– even if few people used the
hospital entrance and there
were no confrontations. The
NLRB disagreed and ruled for
the workers. The D.C. Circuit’s
judges did, too, on Aug. 10.
“Capital did not attempt to
stop its employees from handing out literature” outside the
non-emergency entrance, the
judges wrote. “Is employee
picketing categorically different…as a blanket matter? The
board permissibly answered
that question ‘No.’”
Quoting a prior Supreme
Court ruling, they added:
“Picketing is often neither
coercive nor disruptive” and
the board “needed to look no

further than this case for an
example” to prove it. If it is –
“which wasn’t the case here” –
hospitals could legally bar
picketing.
But to end future confusion,
the judges had one recommen-

dation: They told the NLRB it
should “develop principles, on
a case-by-case basis, that will
guide employers about the circumstances in which they can
prohibit picketing on company
premises.”
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Special Report: Recent court rulings favor workers, so far
By Mark Gruenberg
PAI Staff Writer
WASHINGTON (PAI)—
The U.S. Supreme Court hasn’t
issued any major rulings yet in
its current term, which began
in October. But that doesn’t
mean the federal courts
ignored workers’ issues.
Instead, the load, as usual, fell
on the federal appeals courts
during the last six months of
2018, with mostly positive
results for workers so far, a
review of rulings shows.
Of course, that could
change as GOP President
Donald Trump and the GOPrun Senate continue to stack
the federal courts with rightwing ideologues in judicial
robes.
Federal appeals court rulings are important for several
reasons: The courts each cover
several states – except for the
D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals,
the most important of them all.
That means a ruling in, say, the
7th Circuit Court of Appeals in
Chicago applies to workers’
rights not just in Illinois, but
also Indiana and Wisconsin.
The impact goes beyond
that, however. Attorneys in
workers’ cases – both for
workers and for bosses – frequently cite appellate court rulings from other areas of the
U.S. in arguing their cases. So
do the judges in deciding them.
Thus, lawyers and judges in,
say, California, might cite the
Chicago court’s decisions in
arguing for or against workers,
and ruling on them.
And the D.C. Circuit is a
special wide-ranging exception. Often called “The Little
Supreme Court,” it handles
most federal agency cases.
including most contested
National Labor Relations
Board and Labor Department
agency rulings. As a result of
agencies’ national reach, the
D.C. Circuit’s decisions, like
those of the High Court, have
nationwide scope.
Put that together, and what
workers win in union recognition elections, grievances, arbitrations, legislatures or by
organizing drives can easily be
upheld, or yanked, by federal
judges. With that background,
here are some key cases appellate courts decided since July
1:
• Does a disabled worker
have to go all the way through
an agency’s administrative
process before heading to
court? Until now, the answer
has been “yes,” but a threePAGE 8

judge panel of the Denverbased 10th U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals said “no.”
The case involved Larry
Lincoln and Brad Mosbrucker,
Brotherhood of Maintenance
of Way Employees/Teamsters
members disabled when a
BNSF tank car in Wichita
leaked a dangerous chemical in
2007. After treatment, medical
personnel cleared them to
return to work – but only
inside, since the chemical
involved caused permanent
bodily damage. Since then,
each applied for at least 20
inside-the-shop jobs. The
union even selected Lincoln
for training as a Safety
Assistant. BNSF turned both
down for everything, including
the union post.
The two took their complaints to OSHA and other
agencies, most importantly,
the
Equal
Employment
Opportunities Commission,
which judges discrimination
complaints. All their claims
but the EEOC got tossed by
lower courts. Usually the
EEOC tries to get the workers
and the bosses to settle. If that
fails, and it decides they have
enough evidence, EEOC then
gives workers right-to-sue letters. This time, EEOC supported
Lincoln
and
Mosbrucker in heading for
court before talks with BNSF
concluded – and the judges
sided with them.
The 10th Circuit’s “precedent is incorrect” when it
forces workers to go all the
way through the EEOC
process before they can head to
court, the judges wrote. The
relevant section of the 1964
Civil Rights Act that empowers
the EEOC “makes no mention
of any requirement to exhaust
administrative remedies or to
file an EEOC charge before
bringing suit.” So Mosbrucker,
Lincoln and any other hurt
worker can head for court more
quickly.
• You can’t avoid paying
your workers minimum wages
and overtime by forcing them
to become “subcontractors” or
“corporations.” That’s what
Jani-King, a foreign-owned
janitorial services company,
did to its janitors, who cleaned
buildings in Oklahoma City
teams of one or two. It got
caught, and the Trump Labor
Department sued Jani-King not
just for failing to pay the workers but for failing to keep any
records of what it was doing.
“The Supreme Court has

directed the economic realities
of the relationship” between a
company and those it hires
“govern” the outcome, the 10th
Circuit panel ruled in October.
“In determining whether an
individual is an employee
under the Fair Labor Standards
Act” – the minimum wage and
overtime pay law – “the
inquiry is not limited to the
contractual
terminology
between the parties in the way
they choose to describe the
working relationship.”
• Whistleblowers are
whistleblowers, entitled to federal protection, all the time.
That, in essence, is what the
D.C. Circuit said in a case
involving
Foreclosure
Connection, Inc., a Salt Lake
City firm that buys, renovates
and resells or re-rents foreclosed homes. It fired two
workers, Mychal Barber and

his son, Mychal Jr., on July 8,
2015, one day after the two
complained to the U.S. Labor
Department that FCI broke
federal labor law – the FLSA
again – by not paying overtime. A later conversation with
company bosses, surreptitiously recorded by another worker,
confirmed the reason for the
firing.
FCI said it wasn’t engaged
in “interstate commerce”
because it doesn’t work outside
Utah. It also denied the retaliation charge. Lower courts sided
with the Barbers, and on
August 15, the judges agreed.
A whistleblower is a whistleblower, protected by law,
because there’s no “interstate
commerce” limit on that FLSA
section, they said. And FCI
used so many chang-ing pretexts for the firings, the
Barbers will get more than

$84,000 in back pay and damages.
• If the NLRB is going to
OK a wildcat strike under labor
law, it’d better explain why.
That’s what a D.C. Circuit
panel ruled in August in a case
involving Teamsters Local
901, its six shop stewards –
especially chief negotiator and
union rep Jose Adrian Lopez –
and
Coca-Cola
Bottling
Company of Puerto Rico. In
September 2008, after their
contract had expired, more
than 100 Coke workers met in
a warehouse to discuss striking. They voted for a strike, but
Lopez didn’t get there till after
the vote. And the international
union, by letter to Coke management, didn’t OK the strike.
The letter also demanded Coke
bargain with the local. Coke
See COURTS, page 7
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